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Academic Directors: Jonathan Treat and Sara Méndez
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Abstract(ion)
This paper explores the way in which Oaxaca, Mexico’s traditional indigenous
form of community organization and governance, the asamblea, has been appropriated
and reconstituted in the urban context of Oaxaca city. While perhaps the most widely
known adaptation of the asamblea was and continues to be the APPO - la Asamblea
Popular de los Pueblos de Oaxaca, I have focused upon a loosely organized group of 3040 street artists and their asamblea, ASARO - la Asamblea de Artistas Revolucionarios
de Oaxaca. Fragmenting the text with image narrative, personal narrative, analysis, and
direct quotation, I hope to convey the daily reality of ASARO and my experiences
therein, both of which were (and continue to be) unpredictable.
My project advisor was Gustavo Esteva. Esteva, a “deprofessionalized
intellectual,” is the author of several books, including Grassroots Postmodernism:
Remaking the Soil of Cultures (co-authored by Madhu Suri Prakash), along with several
articles and accounts of the Oaxaca’s 2006 popular movement. Currently, Esteva holds a
leading position at the civil association, Universidad de la Tierra (UniTierra). UniTierra
is an experiment in alternative education whose projects, though diverse, have the
promotion of sustainability, autonomy and auto-sufficiency as unifying goals.
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Nosotros Somos ASARO
La capacidad creativa es una estrategia que
históricamente ha usado el pueblo de Oaxaca para
sobrevivir y revitalizarse. La Asamblea de Artistas
Revolucionarios surge de la necesidad de rechazar y
trascender las formas autoritarias de ejercicio del
poder y la cultura institucional que se ha
caracterizado
por
ser
discriminadora
y
deshumanizante, al buscar imponer una única versión
de la realidad y una moral basada en el simulacro.
Frente a la irracionalidad del gobierno y sus
formas opresoras de sostenerse en el poder, ASARO
busca crear imágenes que sinteticen la fuerza crítica
que nace desde la periferia, desde los barrios, los
pueblos y los jóvenes.
Retomamos la forma de asamblea, porque
creemos en la posibilidad de recuperación de la
fuerza comunitaria en el arte, y porque la asamblea es
la forma en que los pueblos dialogan y toman
decisiones basadas en los intereses colectivos. De
esta manera, respondemos también ante el llamado
de la APPO para conformar un frente amplio de
resistencia civil.
ASARO se manifiesta a favor de la inclusión y
en la lucha por generar nuevas reglas de
participación social y un cambio profundo en la
consciencia de los Oaxaqueños.
Somos un
movimiento de creación artística de renovación de las
reglas del juego político. Proponemos, iniciar un
movimiento artístico, donde el fin sea el contacto
directo con la gente, en las calles y espacios públicos.
Creemos que el arte publico (diversas
disciplinas artísticas) es una forma de comunicación
que permiten el dialogo con todos los sectores de la
sociedad y hacen posible la visualización de las
condiciones reales de existencia, las normas y
contradicciones de la sociedad que habitamos.
ASARO busca crear consciencia y generar
ideas que ayuden a consolidar una corriente
ideológica contemporánea, que tenga como centro los
valores humanistas, para lograr romper los esquemas
impuestos por el sistema y generar una sociedad libre
de la enajenación y un arte revolucionario.
Convocamos a todos los artistas que auténticamente
busquen la transformación social a unirse a la
ASARO, para ampliar nuestro frente creativo de
resistencia y acercar el arte a todos los sectores de la
sociedad.

We Are ASARO
The people of Oaxaca have historically used
their creative ability as a strategy for survival and
revitalization.
La
Asamblea
de
Artistas
Revolucionarios comes from the necessity to reject
and transcend authoritarian forms of exercising power
and the institutional culture that has been
characterized as discriminatory and dehumanizing,
which looks to impose a single version of reality and a
morality based upon simulacra.
Faced with the irrationality of the government
and its oppressive forms of sustaining power, ASARO
looks to create images that synthesize the critical force
that is born in the periphery, from the barrios, the
peoples and the youths.
We retake the form of asamblea because we
believe in the possibility of the recuperation of the
community force in art, and because the asamblea is
the form that the pueblos use to dialogue and make
decisions based on collective interests. In this way,
we also respond to the call of the APPO to create an
ample front of civil résistance.
ASARO organizes in favor of inclusion and
in the struggle to generate new rules of social
participation and a profound change in the
consciousness of Oaxaqueños. We are a movement of
artistic creation for the renovation of the rules of the
political game. We propose to initiate an artistic
movement, whose end is direct contact with the
people, in the streets and public spaces.
We believe that public art of various
disciplines is a form of communication that permits
dialogue with all sectors of society, and makes
possible the visualization of the real-life conditions,
the norms and contradictions in the society that we
inhabit.
ASARO looks to create consciousness and
generate ideas that help consolidate a contemporary
ideological trend, that has as its center humanist
values in order to succeed in breaking the schemes
imposed by the system and to generate a society free
of alienation, and a revolutionary art. We call on all
artists who authentically seek social transformation to
unite with ASARO, in order to broaden our creative
front of resistance and bring art to all sectors of
society.
ASARO, Nosotros Somos ASARO, (Oaxaca: ASARO, 2006)
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To begin, please tilt your head to the left.
Images speak and text imagines. The following narrative of photos prefigures - in the most literal sense - the subsequent
narrative of text. Follow the arrows…
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Doublethink
I am writing this paper in both English and in Spanish. The former requires me to
translate the voices of others, voices that have spoken to me, that invoke - in my mind place, sound, sight and smell; physical presence. These vocal bodies twist and contort to
fit into English grammar, English words. They are flattened and become text, black
symbols on a white page. The latter requires me to translate my own voice, the voice that
- in my mind - speaks ideas to me like images, somehow abstracted from language, which
then flow out through my fingers. These bodies of thought, too, squirm in their
translation, in being constricted from thought-image into Spanish grammar, Spanish
words. They are flattened and become text, black symbols on a white page.
I know that I will fall short in this task - in this dual writing, know that translation
as a 1:1 mapping across language is itself impossible, that language comes to have
meaning in difference - not similarity, that I betray the voices as I translate them. Two
languages are two worlds, two ways of being - in English we exist as “to be,” in Spanish
we exist as “ser” and “estar.” The result is as much about the gap between the languages
- between our English-selves and Spanish-selves - as the content of the words themselves.
The setting, or, How I write myself out of it
I am sitting in the Hotel Magisterio. There is to be a junta for ASARO’s weekly
Tianguis Cultural. This is the space where APPO1 had its meetings, where, as I have just

1

La Asamblea Popular de los Pueblos de Oaxaca (the Popular Assembly of the Peoples of Oaxaca) is the
name given to both 1) the movement of movements which emerged in 2006 in a struggle against the
governor Ulises Ruiz and the political and economic system supporting him and for a plurality of claims
and political projects, and 2) the coordinating bodies of that movement. See: Víctor Raúl Martínez
Vázquez, Autoritarismo, movimiento popular y crisis política: Oaxaca 2006, (Oaxaca: Instituto de
Investigaciones Sociales de la UABJO, 2007); Diego Enrique Osorno, Oaxaca sitiada: La primera
insurrección del siglo XXI (México: Grijalbo, 2007); Gustavo Esteva, Crónica de un movimiento
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found out, APPO is about to have another meeting. Have our meetings merged? Flavio
Sosa, political prisoner turned national icon, is standing outside, newly freed, greeting
people as they enter. I recognize his face not from film or photo, but from the stenciled
image I have seen plastered on the walls of Oaxaca and raised high in the air during
marches and manifestations. In my mind’s-eye, Flavio-the-man is now reconciling
himself with Flavio-the-stencil. He is thinner, his hair shorter. He is smiling, waving and
embracing, his face radiating what must be the inconceivable joy of his release. He is
three-dimensional and in full color. His eyes, no longer black slits printed upon white
paper, move rapidly around his surroundings, reading the faces of those who pass by.
They no longer stare motionlessly out from a city wall fixed upon some point in a distant
future. (Were they looking towards this day? The day when he would emerge from his
stenciled image, reunite with his compañer@s and continue the lucha?)
As I look around the room, I recognize faces from documentaries I have watched
over the past few months. After his brief hello, I feel promptly ignored by Mario,2 who
invited me here. Or did I invite myself? The other familiar face is Iván, who I recognize
from the taller, in which, moments ago, I must have looked pretty silly with my bumbling
gringo-speak. Waves of discomfort crash in my stomach. I pick up my pencil and begin
to write. I write to make myself feel less out of place, and it has already worked; I am
using my hands, I have found purpose, don’t have to meet the looks that seem to say,
“¿Qué quieres aquí?” I write knowing that it only makes me seem more strange,
alienating me from what is going on. These words become a screen between myself and
the junta that has just started, behind which I take shelter.
anunciado, (Oaxaca: Ediciones ¡Basta!, 2008); Gustavo Esteva, Oaxaca Commune and Mexico's
Autonomous Movements, (Antipode, June 2008).
2
Family names of all ASARO integrantes have been withheld to protect privacy.
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In the veins
Mario is a half hour late for our first meeting. It’s difficult to find refuge from the
late afternoon sun prickling the back of my neck as I wait outside the Escuela de Bellas
Artes, Oaxaca’s school of the arts. Peering in through the door of the school, I see that
these walls, like so many around the city, are not a uniform, sterile white, but covered in
intricately spray-painted stencil images. I recognize their style from the streets and feel a
surge of nervous excitement thinking of my upcoming meeting. I strain my eyes to see
more, to make out the images, to meet the eyes of the students who come in and out. Is
that Mario? Might this be the ASARO taller?
My wondering is for naught; Mario appears suddenly above me, approaching
from the calle with a sheepish grin and hands in pockets. “Shall we talk here or go to the
taller?” he asks as a greeting. We leave the plaza of the school behind and enter the
streets of Oaxaca, streets Mario has marked and will continue to mark, not as an
individual but as a group, as a collectivity. As we walk, I watch his eyes scanning the
city walls, taking in their markings as if reading them as signs, as text. (Why do the
police need semi-automatic weapons to direct traffic? I wonder as we pass a parking
garage. Mario looks unperturbed.) In a few minutes, we enter what some might consider
the source of these images, their ojo de agua. If Oaxaca were a body, the ASARO taller
might serve as its renegade heart, pumping a caustic blood of paint and ink through the
city’s twisting veins and arteries, its streets.
More than a word
Many months ago, on one of my first walks through the city of Oaxaca, I asked
my more-fluent friend, “What does asaro mean?” The word was spray-painted in red
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below a stenciled image of (what I now recognize as) a campesino vomiting onto (what I
now recognize as) the face of Ulises Ruiz Ortiz - the disgraced, despotic “governor” of
the State. “I’m not sure,” answered my friend, “but I think it might be a collective.”
As it turns out, asaro is not a word, but an acronym, and ASARO is not a
collective, but an asamblea: La Asamblea de Artistas Revolucionarios de Oaxaca. I
finally learned this name a few weeks later at the ASARO-coordinated Tianguis Cultural
in Oaxaca’s lovely grass, tree and fountain-filled park, El Llano. Questions bud in my
mind: What is “asamblea”? What is “revolutionary”? What is “artist”?
A making-space
Throughout the day, people drift in and out of the ASARO taller, whose doors
seem nearly always open. Passing my days in this space and observing the comings and
goings of different compañer@s, my first impulse is to ask myself, “Is he in ASARO? Is
she in ASARO?” Reflecting upon these questions, I identify this impulse with my
learned tendency to think of spaces as closed, to think of the people who occupy spaces
as those who ‘own’ them. In other words, my impulse is to think of space as private,
whereas the ASARO taller, if not public, is certainly “common.”
Space, says architecture theorist Henri Lefebvre, does not simply exist in and of
itself, but is socially constructed, or “produced.”3 Lefebvre discusses the way in which
“the production of space is the way in which the capitalist mode of production sustains
itself” in that the elements making up a given space “become products that can be
manipulated, exchanged and controlled.”4 Wondering about who rightfully ‘belongs’ in
the ASARO taller, I catch myself simultaneously wondering about who has the ‘right’ to
3
4

Michael Hays, Architecture Theory Since 1968 (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1998), 174.
Ibid.
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exploit the space, to manufacture from its resources products to be sold. The production
of space, however, isn’t simply about capitalism: it is also inextricably linked to the
exercise of power. Michel Foucault, describing the organization of space within
“disciplinary” societies, describes the way in which power is instilled within space in
order to create a sort of “cellular power,” suggesting that control over a given space leads
to control over those who occupy it.5 The division and disruption of public or common
spaces (by apparatuses of power, such as the State or neoliberal capitalism) through
processes such as privatization is, following Foucault, to “avoid distributions in groups;
break up collective dispositions; analyze confused, massive or transient pluralities… it
was a tactic of anti-desertion, anti-vagabondage, anti-concentration.”6 The ASARO
taller is, physically, quite small, dank and dimly lit. In fact, it might best be described as
cellular. However, something very different is at work within this space; it seems to me a
renegade cell that has in some respects resisted enclosure. Although the taller is
technically a privatized space - it is ‘owned’ by an individual, and its use is purchased
and permitted through a monthly rent of 2,500 pesos - ASARO has appropriated the
space in such a way so that the “collective dispositions” of the commons thrive, and socalled “revolutionary” art (and for that matter, ideas, dialogue and organization) is
produced rather than “products” for capitalist consumption.
On that first night spent in the taller, we sit in a semicircle, watching videos
projected on a paint-speckled wall Oaxaca in 2006. The streets, alive and defended by
people, are no longer a space of transit, a private space of coming and going between
other private spaces (businesses, homes, etc), but rather a common space wherein

5
6

Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1977), 149.
Ibid., 143.
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“confused, massive or transient pluralities” converge and disperse to combat a repressive
government. The walls of the city no longer pertain to one business or another, but are
rather a public canvass upon which the city’s artists inscribe their hopes, desires and
fears, reflect their struggle in the form of stenciled images. The ASARO compas laugh at
these videos with looks of nostalgia on their faces. It suddenly dawns on me that the
ASARO taller is somehow an extension of the 2006 city space; it is this configuration of
space gone ‘underground.’ I ask Yesca, another deeply involved ASARO compa, how it
could be that the taller is not a secret space - that with very little effort anyone could
locate it - and why, then, haven’t the police closed it down, knowing that ASARO is
responsible for much of the 2006-referencing “vandalism” the city loves to paint over.
He looks confused. “They probably know, but they don’t do anything,” he says. Perhaps
the reality that the taller exists within the system of privatized space makes the watchful
eye of the state pass over it. Perhaps the fact that - unlike the city streets in 2006 - it is not
a space ‘occupied’ by those who have no legal ‘right’ to do so allows its subversive
‘products’ to flow in and out disguised, invisible. Or perhaps they’re just biding their
time…
Juxtaposition
“Amnesia,” Lucho says in English as we walk down the Calle de Independencia.
“I like that word of yours. Amnesia.” On this, our third walk together from the ASARO
taller, Lucho describes how strange it is to walk down the city streets and see them “like
this” - filled with foreign tourists, gringos (like me) and happy Oaxaqueños, strolling
around idly, business-as-usual. Lucho, though he doesn’t consider himself a part of
ASARO, is a frequent face in the taller, collaborating on projects and ideas. “They’re my
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compas,” he says. We’re walking towards the zócalo, to the palacio del gobierno
(Oaxaca’s former government building, whose transformation into a museum was
finalized by “governor” Ulises Ruiz Ortiz [URO]), where Mario (ironic?) is exhibiting
some of his prints in an exhibition called “Negritud, Raíz Olvidada.” “You just can’t
imagine how bizarre it is,” Lucho repeats, shaking his head with a smile that seems more
sad than amused. An uncanny three-sixty, the familiar-turned-strange turned familiar
again: the colorful, folkloric image of a “Oaxaca en paz,” shattered for six tremendous
and horrific months, and then, with a wave of the “governor’s” magic wand, the pieces of
“En Oaxaca no pasa nada” pasted back together with a glue of repression and of silence.
We begin to enter the palacio but are abruptly stopped by the bottle-neck effect of
too many people pushing into too-small a space. All this for an art exhibit? I think to
myself, before being confronted with my own uncanny spectacle: the living, breathing,
talking body of Ulises Ruiz Ortiz, just a few short feet away. In my mind, URO-theimage (the face on TV, the spray-painted stencil) reconciles with URO-the-man (the
light-skinned, mustached, surprisingly short figure in front of me, his expression one of
hurried discomfort). Lucho and I stand in disbelief for a few very long seconds, before
we’re pushed back by press, extending their cameras and microphones into URO’s face,
the display I have seen so many times on Mexican television made real before my eyes.
“I can’t say anything right now or else they’ll hit me,” Lucho says. He remains
remarkably calm, his voice controlled and lowered, his arms at his sides or across his
chest. His eyes don’t leave the face of the asesino standing in front of us. “Whenever he
comes here he knows to bring a chingo of police with him, because he knows that the
people hate him.” Lucho starts to count under his breath, gesturing towards the policemen
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in plainclothes, who my untrained eyes would have overlooked. He counts at least ten.
Outside the palacio, I look at Lucho’s face. His usual broad, toothy smile is replaced by
the thin line of pursed lips, his eyes narrowed. If looks could only kill… I say to myself.
“You can’t imagine the rage in my stomach,” he says, grabbing at his belly as if to show
me, as if his anger, frustration and sadness had become a physical object he could hand to
me. He says it again. “I can’t do anything right now, I can’t because I’m alone.” We walk
around the entrance of the palacio, looking for compañer@s, but there are none. Instead,
there is a telenovela actress, posing with tourists, who crowd around her and scream with
star-struck glee. “Beso! Beso! Beso!” they chant, bubbling over in a cry of ebullient
delight when she gives into their collective wish and kisses a man on the cheek, his face
beaming with pride.
Lucho describes to me how he lives three blocks from where the paramilitary
entered Oaxaca, how a group of screaming people approached him while he sat at his
barricade, telling him that Oaxaca was being invaded, how there was a three hour
standoff between the two groups, how he heard gunshots and Molotov cocktails and
breaking glass, how he sat on his bed while his two younger brothers, 16 and 8, hid
petrified underneath because the paramilitary were going through the houses, how “this
murderer” standing in front of us gave the orders that nearly killed his mother when a
bullet pierced her upper thigh…
And then the crowd in the doorway of the palacio floods rapidly out into the
zócalo, thirty or forty people moving in a tight pack around URO, through the crowd of
reveling tourists and Oaxaqueños, disappearing as suddenly as they appeared. “How can
they just stand there and do nothing when an asesino walks by?” asks Lucho, as if in
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pain. He sends a look of burning scorn at the telenovela actress and her posse. “She
doesn’t do anything, she just exposes her body, and that’s all anybody cares about.”
Amnesia. I have remained silent, my body whirling with conflicting emotions. I
feel incapable to say anything to Lucho, who, at 22, is only one year older than myself;
whose entire life - not just the six months in 2006 - has been marked and impeded by
forces I hardly claim to understand. I shake my head and try, with my eyes, to send him a
look that will speak for me, that will reflect his frustration and sadness, that will
somehow explain my silence.
We enter the museum and look for Mario, who is nowhere to be found. Browsing
the exhibit, I recognize his work, which, stripped of its usual overt social and political
content, seems out of context. Or maybe the inconceivable fact of his work in an
exhibition with Ulises Ruiz Ortiz’s approving presence is what makes it out of context,
what transforms it from artistic expression, to “art” - a concept trapped within quotes like
the works themselves are trapped behind the glass of the museum. “What do you think?”
asks Lucho. “Its very nice,” I say, “but I don’t really understand.” Lucho cuts me off
before I can say more, his head bobbing in understanding.
“Así es México,” says Lucho, “lleno de ironía.” Such is Mexico: full of irony.
On paper
“The people of Oaxaca have historically used their creative ability as a strategy
for survival and revitalization,” begins the brief, manifesto-like document created in
ASARO’s first assemblies.7 “La Asamblea de Artistas Revolucionarios comes from the
necessity to reject and transcend authoritarian forms of exercising power and the
7

ASARO, Nosotros Somos ASARO (Oaxaca: ASARO, 2006). For original Spanish, see above.
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institutional culture that has been characterized as discriminatory and dehumanizing, that
looks to impose a single version of reality and a morality based upon simulacra.”8 The
document is decorated with images: a screen-printed man raising his fist; stenciled
helicopters flying over a faceless line of wood-cut police, dwarfed by the hand-spraypainted word, “fuera” - out; Emiliano Zapata’s wood-cut face staring out from the page,
the shapes of his hat and chest filled with countless other faces.
While most of the images portray repression - in this case, specific instances of
violence against the Oaxacan people on the part of the government in order to put down
the 2006 popular uprising - the text depicts oppression - the systemic violences such as
racism, sexism and classism which, in this case, characterize the Western model of
statehood which arrived in Mexico with Spanish colonialism. Both of these forms of
exercising power - the intimately linked repression and oppression - are structurally
vertical: they imply a single model of reality (of truth, of culture, of politics, of economy,
of art…) imposed from above upon a plurality, a multiplicity of peoples. In the
repressive model, this manifests in government-ordered, brutally violent attacks to “keep
peace” and “restore order.” The “order” restored is the business-as-usual model of
oppression, which manifests, for example, in overwhelming gaps between the upper-class
elite and the impoverished social majority, in the trivialization and folklorization of
indigenous peoples and cultures, in a dominant culture of machismo and homophobia sustained and reinforced (implicitly or explicitly) by state policies.
“ASARO organizes in favor of inclusion and in the struggle to generate new rules
of social participation and a profound change in the consciousness of Oaxaqueños,”9

8
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Ibid.
Ibid.
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continues the document, written in October of 2006 in the midst of the popular
movement. It seems to gesture towards something new, something beyond the
“simulacra” of the state, something, perhaps, horizontal…
Making selves, breaking selves
“The asamblea, we could say, is the organ in which we discuss, dialogue, debate
and agree upon what ASARO is going to accomplish,” says Mario, more that a week
after that first night in the taller when we finally sit down for our ‘interview’ (when
Mario-the-subject of my ‘observation’ becomes Mario-the-object of my ‘data’).10 Asking
questions of Mario, our roles have been abruptly reversed: for the last two and a half
hours, he has led me and some other asaros (about nine young men and one young
woman) in a drawing taller. Mario walked slowly around the room, comparing drawing
to classical music, directing us in our sketches of “the figure,” a woman whose naked
body, the object of our gaze, is stripped of name, gender and subjectivity. “And because
of this, we’re really an organization, more than simply a collective,” says Mario, seated
now in nearly the same spot where, about a half hour before, the model had stood.
“We’ve rescued the form of asamblea,” says Mario. “The majority of us live in
Oaxaca’s colonias, and therefore at times feel decontextualized from this way of living,
this life that is the asamblea. We’re searching for the way to really be an asamblea.” The
asamblea, Mario makes clear, is more than an organizational strategy: it is a mode of
existence that, though seemingly out of context in the urban setting, has its roots in
Oaxaca’s indigenous communities. But, as Mario also suggests, ASARO’s asamblea
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Mario, ASARO integrante, Personal Interview, 4/24/2008. Subsequent quotations reference this
interview and conversations conducted in the months of April and May, 2008.
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organization is not something static or fixed - a perfect model imposed and enacted - but
rather something constantly worked towards, searched for. He continues,
The asamblea is a mode of organization of the indigenous communities, through
which each person participates and decides what has to be done, and through this
they take on community and group tasks and obligations. This experience was
assumed by the APPO, and seeing this, we assumed it ourselves in spite of not
having any experience, in spite of having to continue developing this question
within ASARO. Because it does sound good to present ourselves as an asamblea,
but in reality, at times this form of organization is difficult to implement in the
city when the majority in the city, well, the people live in a way that is more
individualistic, rather than collective. Because of this we retake the asamblea as
something collective.i
Mario’s conceptualization of the asamblea greatly exceeds the organization of
ASARO and its material activities: he envisions it as a reaction against and departure
from the individualist lifestyle of city-dwellers. Oaxaca is a “modern” city, or so the
Mexican State boasts. Unlike the euphemistically-deemed “developing” pueblos of rural,
historically indigenous Southern Mexico, the city of Oaxaca has been, supposedly,
assumed into what Gustavo Esteva and Madhu Suri Prakash call the “Global Project”:
“the current collection of policies and programs, principally promoted all over the world
by the governments of industrial countries with the help of their ‘friends’: the
international institutions and corporations equally committed to the economic integration
of the world market… [and] elites of ‘underdeveloped’ States, aspiring to ‘catch up’ with
the ‘social minorities’ of the ‘developed’ nations, in the global race for ‘progress’ and
‘development’.”11 Along with the Global Project arrives not only a different mode of
political and economic organization (Western “democracy” and industrial [or more
recently, neoliberal] capitalism), but also a different way of being: a transmogrification of
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cultural articulation that gives birth to the “self” - the rational, autonomous individual
subject doomed to become Homo oeconomicus: economic man.
Foucault maintains that the locus of production of the modern Western subject is
the disciplinary institution - such as the school, army, factory and prison - which confines
the individual and, abstracted from cultural context, creates him or her as “docile.”12
Describing this “production” of the Western individual by disciplinary power, Foucault
says, “power produces; it produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of
truth. The individual and knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this
production.”13 Esteva and Prakash describe the result of this production as the “myth of
the individual self,” in which, “Finally liberated from his or her pre-modern strings, the
modern self can be fully incorporated into the ‘global economy,’ a member with full
rights and privileges of the club, joining the society and culture of Homo oeconomicus.”14
Mario’s vision of the asamblea seems to move away from this myth, to construct a
subjectivity based on commonality,15 rather than individualism. In affirming the
difficulties of asamblea in the urban context, Mario does not posit it as a return to origins
- a romanticization of an “indigenous” past that would deliver humanity from the
problems of “modernity” - but a step in a new and uncharted direction. This move neither backwards to origins nor forwards to a single vision of society - steps off the track
of universal linear “progress” and “development,” moving, rather, towards a pluralistic
world - a world in which, as the Zapatistas say, many worlds can be embraced.
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“ASARO has been a space for all the companer@s which has taught us to face
our roots, to look at the face of the people. It has helped us to identify our people and
invest ourselves in its struggle,” says Mario. His words gesture towards a process of reidentification, re-union, and re-creation of cultural forms that have, for many city
dwellers, remained outside of everyday experience. Mario, like the majority of the
ASARO compas, is “mestizo.” Although ostensibly this word refers to an ethic mixture
of indigenous and Spanish blood (which would imply some sort of “pure” indigenous and
“pure” Spanish Mexican, each untouched and uninfluenced by the other), “mestizo” is
more useful as a cultural indicator of one’s assimilation into the “myth” of the individual.
In our conversation, anthropologist Benjamín Maldonado advised me to keep my eye out
for “ethnic presence,” to see if the asamblea is composed of “puros mestizos” or if there
is “presencia comunitaria” - community presence.16 According to Maldonado,
“indigenous” is another word best considered culturally, rather than solely ethnically:
It is generally supposed that the indigenous person is he or she who speaks the
indigenous language. Many of us think this is insufficient, that the indigenous
person ought to be he who lives communal life, who is part of an asamblea.
There are people in the city of Oaxaca that continue having contact with the
assembly of their community, even though they live here, that respect the accords
of their community. These people continue being part of the communal power
structure, part of the assembly. They continue having this experience of power.ii
In this context, the mestizo is he or she whose experience of power is on the level
of the individual, who has been produced as a modern subject by a vertically organized
State, whereas the indígena is he or she whose experience of being and power is
communal, is that of a horizontally organized asamblea. In organizing not only their
artistic projects but (in the case of Mario and several others) their lives around a new
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asamblea - an urban asamblea of artists who share a creative vision rather than territorial
ties - it seems to me that ASARO members are simultaneously deconstructing their
mestizo identities, reconnecting with indigenous roots and, in this, reconstructing their
subjectivities, regenerating them.17 As Mario continues, “I think that ASARO has
opened our eyes in order to face what we ourselves actually are. And who are we? The
exploited class, the depressed class, the forgotten class.” If, as Foucault, Esteva and
Prakash suggest, the modern self is a “myth,” a “production” of power, the asamblea
deconstructs both of these fictions, fostering a reconstitution of the communal being.
The production of presence, or, Painting May
My thumb is telling me to stop but I keep going, keep cutting. As if out of spite,
it sends a sharp pain through my hand, into my wrist, but I continue to apply steady
pressure to the blade, keep its razor-sharp edge within the black line, cut out another
jagged shape. We’re in production mode, the taller is full in a way that I have not
experienced; full of people, full of dialogue, full of images. If I didn’t already know, if I
hadn’t watched César trace the image moments before, I would have no idea that the
thick paper I am cutting out is going to take the form of a face. More specifically, I am
cutting out the face of Miguel Angel García, political prisoner, held for his participation
in the 2006 popular movement. Yesca projected García’s photo onto the paint-speckled
wall, converted it to black and white, toyed with the contrast until only shadows
remained, and then César traced it. Shadows are the absence of light. Stencils are a
compilation of this absence: they portray not the image itself, but its shadows. Spray-
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painted on a wall, the stencil leaves not a face, but its want; the human gaze, unable to
perceive this lack, fills in the gaps - the unpainted space - and constructs the totality, the
face. The stenciled image is an absence-made-present, an image that recalls its own
nonappearance. Cutting out the shadows of Miguel Angel García, Pedro Castillo Aragón,
Víctor Hugo Martínez. Toldeo and Adán Mejía López, spray-painting them onto signs
and banners, we evoke the aura of these political prisoners, which has been shut away by
the State since their arrests in 2006. On a purely aesthetic level, these stencils uncannily
perform the political situation that the images themselves reference.
A few hours later, I paint the prisoners’ names in black on a large banner, under
their freshly spray-painted images. “¡Presos Políticos Libertad!” it reads. To my right,
Mario paints in red the word “privatización” onto an even larger banner: the phrase, “El
Petróleo es del Pueblo, no de los Extranjeros. No a Privatizacion.” is nearly complete.
Earlier today, I used black paint to filled the letters “E” through “J” in the word
“extranjeros.” For a moment, I felt weighed down by the irony of my act, of creating text
that directly references and forces me to confront my national identity and its
corresponding political reality in the context of Mexico, a reality based on neoliberal
policies, such as privatization and globalization, which impoverish millions and benefit
so few.
The paint seeps through these cloth mantas, marking the walls of the ASARO
taller. I’m leaving my marks on the wall: “Extranj…” Like the continually re-painted
walls of the city, these walls, too, are thick with paint, thick with images on top of text on
top of images, now and again painted over with a fresh white. They don’t stay white for
long…
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Tomorrow is Mayday. Tomorrow is the Megamarch. I am not supposed to see it, I
cannot participate in it; this is for my own protection, says Mexican law. Is it for our own
protection that foreigners cannot legally participate in “political activity” - that our very
presence on the street taking photos or video may result in threats and coercion by police
dressed in plain clothes - or is it so that Mexican State may continue to project the image
of “En Oaxaca no pasa nada,” without opposition?
An old, hackneyed question suddenly comes to my mind: “If a tree falls in the
forest and there’s nobody there to hear it, does it make a sound?” Now I am thinking of a
perhaps equally useless question: If tens of thousands of people rally for a cause and then
disperse just as suddenly, taking with them the evidence of their presence and leaving no
outside witnesses, do they “make a sound”? Perhaps this is why, today in the taller, we
work for hours to create as many images as possible - signs and banners to visually
manifest the demands of the marchers and the discontent in Oaxaca. Perhaps this is why,
tomorrow, ASARO compas along with so many others will bring cans of paint with them,
will spray their text onto the walls - their grievances, demands and hopes. They will
bring stencils with them, too, such as a hand in chains and Felipe Calderón draining a
Pemex barrel. They’ll will try to spray these images as high up on the wall as possible,
knowing that this will give them a greater chance of lasting, of being seen. Perhaps this
is also why a group of government-hired workers will also bring cans of paint - of white
paint - to the march, why they will follow its progress, painting over the text, adding yet
another layer to so many layers of paint on the wall. White: the color of purity, of
virginity, of nothingness. “Its like a dialogue,” says Lucho, as we walk home together
that night. “I give them a sentence, they give me a line, then I give them another
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sentence.” When Oaxaca’s walls are unmarked, it’s easier to pretend that nothing
happens here, to stroll down the andador turístico, to consume the culture, to marvel at
the beauty of Santo Domingo. Its so much easier to pretend that “Oaxaca está en paz.”
But the walls never stay unmarked for long…
Back to a future
“The assembly is the organizational base of the pueblo. The principal
characteristic of the indigenous assembly is that it is a form of organization used to
govern territorio,” Benjamín tells me. This statement begins our conversation about the
asamblea and its traditional function, its struggle against State government and its
possibilities in an urban context. “Its not just a form of organization among friends. For
example, an assembly of artists is an assembly of people who coincide with one another,
that share a common identity, although they don’t have territorio… The more modern
concept [of asamblea] isn’t linked to territorio, which doesn’t mean to say that it is
against the tradition, but rather that it is a modern incarnation.”
Territorio is a mysterious concept. In the context of Benjamín’s anthropological
background, it refers not merely to a given area of land, but to a very specific experience
of power within that area. Territorio is neither public nor private space. The binary
construction of space as public or private refers to a spectrum of State control over a
given space. Although theoretically intended for communal use, “public” space is
organized by vertical configurations of power. Although anyone can (theoretically)
access the space, the range of possibilities for their actions within it is governed - perhaps
even more stringently (for example, count, at a given moment, the number of police
present in Oaxaca’s zócalo) - by State-mandated laws and codes. “Private” space limits
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access to a limited number of persons who fit into given parameters, for example,
“customer” or “worker”. Their actions within the space are, generally, limited by rules
explicitly or implicitly linked to the exercise of power. For example, one consumes in
the store and one works in the office - when these rules are broken, the customer is asked
to leave, or the employee is fired.
In the context of Oaxaca, however, territorio is the spatial manifestation of
indigenous autonomy, in which power is (ideally) organized, exercised and experienced
horizontally in the non-hierarchical structure of asamblea.18 This organization of power,
which orders life communally rather than individually, predates both colonialism and the
Mexican State. As such, territorio resists the binary construction of space as public or
private, and in so doing also resists State power. This is a structural resistance, a
resistance manifested in the very definition of territorio. According to Benjamín,
Right now, assemblies exist in every community, and so the idea of autonomy as
a form of confronting the State in order to lesson inequality does not come about
by each municipality negotiating with the grand State, but rather bringing the
communities together that pertain to the same ethnic groups, creating a grand
assembly for each ethnic group or people as a form of communality… Poder
popular can be brought to Oaxaca through the creation of a grand assembly of
small assemblies. iii
As space (theoretically) outside of State control, territorio is often disrupted by
State interventions, such as attempts at the expropriation or privatization of resources,
which often leads to its dispossession and enclosure and also the active confrontation and
resistance on the part of indigenous peoples. But unlike many other forms of resistance,
Benjamín suggests that the indigenous groups do not appropriate the mechanisms of State
power in order to challenge it, but rather continue to resist structurally through asamblea.
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“What I find is that when the indigenous peoples are radicalized, they project their form
of organization, their form of life. They, removed from the [academic] discourse, are
accustomed to live in asambleas in their community, and so when they have to organize
themselves outside of the community they logically organize as assemblies,” says
Benjamín.
ASARO, in taking on the form of asamblea, appears to enact a similar sort of
resistance. However, while the indigenous organizations “are asambleas that struggle so
that their pueblos can be asambleas with territorio,” ASARO - unlike both these
organizations and the APPO - does not have control of territorio as an apparent goal.
“Territorio,” says Benjamín, “is only a concrete space.” It seems to me as though
ASARO’s urban, “post-modern” reconstitution of the asamblea rearticulates the concrete
territorio of the indigenous asamblea as a “commons,” a more fluid experience of place
rather than bounded space that is consequently rooted conceptually rather than physically,
adapted from landed “economies” to a creative one.
Plugging in
“I thought you weren’t going to come,” says César when I enter the taller. My
stomach lurches; it is immediately apparent that he came, not to work on his own projects
as I had figured, but to work with me. He is going to show me how to make a woodcut, a
grabado, and I am late. We are alone in the taller.
César looks at the image I have sketched in my notebook, which I pretend is very
rough and pretend only took a few minutes although I have been thinking and working on
it for days. His eyes focus on the page, reading it in a way I do not know how to read.
After a few moments hesitation, he nods in approval. My design is an upside down light
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bulb whose wires transform into plants, only one stem leads, not to a flower, but to an
electric plug. I begin to draw it onto the small wooden placa that César has given me.
We are mostly silent, him browsing images on the taller’s computer, me asking technical
questions now and again. César shows me the carving tools; a set of five short wooden
instruments with differently shaped metal tips. He shows me how to apply the right
amount of pressure, how to hold my hands, how to make sure I don’t cut myself. My
first cuts are awkward and sloppy. The placa in front of me seems entirely inaccessible; I
don’t know its language, its grooves, knots and layers. The tools are foreign in my hands
and the placa is not receptive to my attempts; they slip on its surface, or else chip away
more than intended.
“Pues, ya me voy.” The silence shatters like glass. We’ll resume at the same time
tomorrow. I’ll be on time.
Enclosure
“What we have in Oaxaca,” says Gustavo Esteva, pausing to eat a piece of melon,
“is ‘old commons,’ the indigenous community traditions, which are now in the process of
regeneration. There is also a process of reclaiming commons, reclaiming the old
commons. But there is also a very strong movement that we call ‘new commons.’
People, who were already fragmented, already individualized, are looking to come
together again. It is this same principle that inspires groups like ASARO.”19
When a commons is expropriated by the State, organized vertically, and made
“public” or “private” space, much more is “enclosed” than territorio: “enclosure involves
more than land and fences, and implies more than simply privatization or takeover by the
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State. It is a compound process which affects nature and culture, home and market,
production and consumption, germination and harvest, birth, sickness and death.”20
Wrenching a people from their commons, they are also wrenched from one another, they
are “enclosed,” inserted into a “modernity” of competition and “social Darwinism” rather
than “mutual aid,”21 fragmented and created as “selves.” Newly disassociated and
fragmented, “they are embedded and [forced] into a new framework which reflects and
reinforces the values and interests of newly-dominant groups,” and in the context of
modernity, “the architecture of this new framework is determined by market forces,
science state and corporate bureaucracies, patriarchal forms of social organization, and
ideologies of environmental and social management.”22
If the autonomous indigenous communities of Oaxaca, governing territorio
through asamblea, hold and regenerate “old commons,” the indigenous organizations
described by Benjamín try to “reclaim” their commons. On the other hand, APPO and
ASARO are both movements towards “new commons,” composed, for the most part, of
“modern individual selves.” However, the APPO’s commons are rooted in the
governance of territorio, in that its primary goal was to depose Oaxaca’s corrupt
governor (later expanding its politics of “No”23 to include the political and economic
structures themselves), which entailed making the city ungovernable for Ulises and
attempting to govern itself. To this end, Benjamín says, “The APPO never governed
anything, not even the zone of the barricades. This attempt to fashion an asamblea wasn’t
an asamblea, it didn’t exist… There wasn’t in the APPO any relation between the power
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of the assembly and the territory that it was controlled. This is a relationship that must be
constructed.” As he says in a short essay published early in 2007, “It seems to me that the
creation of an Asamblea Popular de los Pueblos de Oaxaca is the point of arrival towards
which the popular movement could have focused, and not its point of departure. That is
to say, a large-scale movement can’t be created by an asamblea, but rather it is the largescale movement that is able to create the asamblea.”24 Likewise, Gustavo says, “Yes, it
is true that the reason that it was called “asamblea” was accidental and incorrect: APPO
was an event, a gathering, to support the teachers’ movement.” However, Gustavo notes
that a third historical and popular usage of the term asamblea refers to neither a specific
gathering nor the traditional form of governance, but rather as a “parliament,” which
brings together different interests to reach accords. In this sense of the parliament, the
APPO successfully brought people together on a large scale to negotiate a mutual goal,
arriving at many common “NOs,” and a few common “SIs”. The same main organizing
principle, Esteva notes, is employed by the National Indian Congress; “We are an
assembly when we are together; we are a web when we are separated.”
ASARO, on the other hand, “retakes” the asamblea specifically as a practice of
“governance” - of organization, decision-making, collaboration of desire… - but without
the idea of territorio as its “commons.” And yet, somehow, ASARO comes directly from
the APPO, was birthed from a union of the APPO and the artistic experience during the
popular movement. According to Yesca, “We felt like we could do something as artists,
as a collective, making an art in the moment to support the popular movement. We
decided to form an assembly because of a call from the APPO to form assemblies in all
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sectors, and because of this we came together in the Asamblea de Artistas
Revolucionarios de Oaxaca.”25 But as the name suggests, this “child” - though reflecting
some of its parents’ features - is naughty, is rebellious, breaks from the structures of its
predecessors and moves towards something else…
In the taller
I am etching light out of darkness. The grabado works on the opposite principle
as the stencil: I carve what I don’t want the ink to touch, I engrave the light and leave the
shadow. César, as irony would have it, is nowhere to be found. Having made the
decision to stay, I stomach my discomfort and continue to work solo. It comes easier
today, my hands recognizing the tools and their corresponding motions, integrating them
into their vocabulary.
My labors don’t go unnoticed; the compas, working on their own projects or
simply chatting in the taller, approach from time to time. “¿A ver?” they ask, and I hand
them my placa. They take it into their hands and hold it out before them, squinting their
eyes, reading its grooves. As I carve light into the placa it becomes more intelligible. My
lines become more subtle, more refined, more intentional; I learn the language of
grabado. Hours pass. The image comes into focus - rays of carved light streaming from
the carved bulb. This light somehow shines out of the placa and onto me; I suddenly
have presence in the taller whereas earlier I was a shadow. “I really like the design,” says
one compa. “It came out really well,” says another. They pass it around amongst
themselves. They give me practical advice and critique. “On Monday I’ll show you how
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to print it,” says César, who has just arrived. I have carved myself into the taller, etched
myself into the light, cut myself into presence. I am the image, ASARO the placa.
Entropy
And suddenly, a light bulb appears: ASARO’s “commons” is art itself. “Art is
many things,” says Yesca, “it is movement, it is gender, it is philosophy…” Art: a
slippery word, amoebic and amorphous, which takes the shape of its container before
breaking it, dissipating and emerging elsewhere, an arbitrary “signifier” with “signifieds”
simultaneously infinite, indefinite and impossible. This commons has no boundaries, is
not held inside barricades or delineated with borders. The gallery - the site of its
enclosure - tries to castrate it, but museumification only works for so long, before
something else, some new signification of the word emerges in the dark, in the streets…
In the gallery, the museum, “art” is a solid: it has structure, place and presence, exhibited
and illuminated by spotlights. (But the more light that is shined on an object, the more
shadows it casts…) In the street, “art” is a liquid: appearing and disappearing on the
walls, changing it shape as it is added to and erased, painted and repainted and then
painted again. In the taller “art” is a gas: its molecules fill the air, moving in rapid speed
in random directions, pouring out of people’s mouths and through their hands, bouncing
off of one another and condensing in moments of creation. In the consciousness, “art” is
plasma: a charged substance simultaneously particle and wave, careening through a void.
And/Or/But… Solids melt…
Liquids evaporate…
Gases ionize…
Plasma makes quantum leaps…
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“Art” is entropy, “art” is chaos…
The bulb shatters, and the light - itself both particle and wave - escapes.
Movements
We’re painting movement. Leah - “la modelo,” “la figura,” “la compañera” moves slowly around the taller, contorting her naked body into various poses as if
practicing an obscure form of Tai Chi. I look at her and then down at the large piece of
paper on my lap, which is covered in scribbled body parts, in tangled lines. We must
move quickly, try to capture moment after moment, capture her motion in our strokes. I
trace, with my brush, my memory of her hand resting on her hip. When I look up a
moment later, it is raised high over her head. We are drawing a paradox; trying to fit a
process into an image, fit a trajectory into a snapshot.
We all fail in our different ways, and our failures, succeed. Jesús’ draws his
images on top of one another. After several minutes, his paper is completely black, and
even now, he keeps adding more paint, more layers, more movements. He smiles. Ángel
draws his images one next to the other, moving around the page in a circle as Leah circles
the taller. His head bobs. Hypo hardly looks up, fixating on the position he remembers,
developing his image until satisfied. He squints his eyes.
This is to be the last taller inside the taller; next week, the classes will take to the
streets. “There will be no models to stop for us,” says Mario, leading the exercise. “We
will have to capture the moving forms, remember their impressions, express it with our
charcoal or paint or pencil.” We are learning to see, learning to take the infinite
processes before us and make them intelligible, condense them to image.
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In my unique failure of this seemingly impossible task, I recall Gustavo’s words
from a week ago. The 2006 popular uprising,
passed very quickly from a mobilization to a movement. In a mobilization, people
are moved around like parcels… A movement is something in which we who
participate, we ourselves take the decision. Its not that something else moves us,
but rather we move ourselves. The APPO began as a mobilization of various
organizations but it rapidly became a movement… The artists contributed to this
transformation, the passing from mobilization to movement. They succeeded in
making the people - each person for himself or herself - think more profoundly
about what was happening. This function wasn’t completed by the leaders, or the
organizations, but rather by the people and the artists.iv
We are painting movement, and its very hard, and very frustrating, and, to be honest, not
terribly gratifying. But when I look around the room at our papers, the twisting lines
occasionally take the form of an image, a human image, the image of a woman now
kneeling, now stretching, now reaching out with her hands. And in these places the paper
seems to dance.
A history lesson, or, Changing spaces
Janet and I are sitting in the grass in El Llano. It is Saturday, and on Saturdays El
Llano is different. Or at least a third of it. The Tianguis Cultural brings people of all
types; locals and tourists, young and old, Stalinists, Marxists and Anarchists, hippies,
punks and skaters… It is more than a market: it is place for music, for buying and selling
any and everything, for trueque - barter, for chess and painting talleres and video
projection… I notice that, this week, venders bring umbrellas to block the sun. At the
junta last week, I watched as this idea was discussed and later approved through
consensus. Though it was clear from the beginning that everyone - all 25 or so who sat in
a tight circle in the enormous gym of the Hotel Magisterio - wanted shelter from the
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oppressive heat, Lucho, facilitating the junta, made sure that everyone got the chance to
speak, that ultimately they all agreed.26
The Tianguis has only been happening for seven or eight weeks, Janet tells me. A
compa brought up in the ASARO asamblea and everyone came to agreement. They
made a flyer, pasted it around the city, and invited their friends. That first Saturday they
arrived in el llano a little before 9:00 AM, put up a few large painted banners and waited.
The police never came. Each Saturday since, el llano has been turned from public space
to common place, appropriated and transformed by the interactions between different
peoples and the exchange of ideas. “There used to be [a tianguis] but it was only for
coming and consuming and consuming… The proposals behind this one are really cool
because they open spaces for you. It’s an event for coming together and also taking
something away. Learn something here: this is the main idea, to share knowledge and
cultures,” says Janet.27
Before Janet arrived, I walked slowly around the Tianguis. “Lo que gustes, Jesse”
said Lucho as I passed by - whatever you like. Lucho makes and brings jewelry to the
Tianguis, saving his more politicized artwork for the city streets. Each time I walk
around the Tianguis, something different catches my eye: burned DVD documentaries
about Plan Puebla Panamá next to pirated Hollywood movies, APPO t-shirts next to
punk-rock t-shirts, books by French philosophers next to pamphlets by Lenin next to
Mexican folk anthems next to (the worst of) American music next to cans of spraypaint… Lo que gustes.
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The ASARO table is covered in prints. I recognize the grabados from the taller,
the images now expressed as ink on paper rather than carvings in wood. Now-familiar
faces look up at me from the table, Emiliano Zapata and Benito Juárez brought to new
life in black-and-white. The prints depict, too, scenes of struggle, scenes from 2006, of
militarization and police-lines, of maíz criollo, of masked Zapatista women. These faces
and scenes are similar to those that I see painted and pasted around the city walls, when
I’m lucky enough to catch a glimpse before they’re painted over or scraped off.
“Like I told you before,” says Janet, bringing me back to our conversation, “for
me graffiti is a form of expression like literature, like dance. There isn’t a difference for
me, its simply expression.” She flashes a smile and looks at her shoes. Janet doesn’t
spend much time in the taller because of school, because she is 17 and prefers to cut out
her stencils at home with the help of her father. I wonder about the images she makes, if
they, like much of the work ASARO produces, reference the repertoire of personages and
occurrences displayed on the Tianguis table. And so I ask. “If I were to do a stencil of
Zapata tomorrow,” she says,
I would do it because in the history books that are sold to me in school, in all the
history books there isn’t anything about Zapata, there is nothing about Flores
Magón. I feel that they rob history from us - they are robbing us of our history.
And so to project an image of Zapata, of Flores Magón, of Villa is to say that you
know that he existed, that it isn’t a dream, you didn’t dream it, its not a piece of
gossip. It is to say, he existed and this is what he did. He gave his life for you, so
what are you going to do? With this end in mind I would put something up [on
the wall]. Because right now if you know about the work of Zapata, of Villa, or
of Flores Magón you know it because you went to a library and started to study,
or because by accident you have a friend and she told you, or by accident you saw
it in a film. [Making this image] would be like an invitation to say that you know
a man existed named Francisco Villa, that he was a cabrón and that he taught you
this ideal [embodied in street-art], that he gave his life for Mexico, and you, what
are you waiting for? [It says,] I’m inviting you to read about him because many
things are thanks to him, thanks to him the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz was
broken, and you, what do you intend to do to break the dictatorship that right now
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there is in the PRIAN, which is the party of PRI and the party of PAN. What do
you intend to do, or does it not interest you? This is what I would try to say with
this kind of image.v
I’m scribbling furiously as she talks; my notes are mostly unreadable, a scramble of
names and questions, the words “walls as history” underlined. Janet is going to tell me a
story in order to illustrate her point. One night in September of 2007, a few months after
getting involved in ASARO,
I made a stencil of Josefa Ortiz de Domínguez, la madre de la patria mexicana.
It’s a stencil about her, and I went to paint with my other compa, with my compa
Yesca. Now, there are people who say that its really cool that women are starting
to paint, that support me. But this day a woman, already grown, asked me if it
didn’t give me shame to be with them, the people who don’t study, the
troublemakers, the drug addicts. I was shocked that she would come into the
street and make such a grand claim about my friends. And so I answered that it
would give me more regrets to be as old as she and still not open my eyes. I think
women have a lot of work to do because so many are to worrying themselves
more about if they have acne or if they’ve broken a nail, and they don’t see
reality, a reality that is going to consume them and their families. This is the vast
work that we women have to do; we need to work toward this because we are in a
State and a country with so much machismo.vi
Appropriation and expropriation are not limited to the physical, to territorio and its
natural resources. Knowledges, cultures and even histories are organized vertically,
stripped of original content, context and meaning, and made serve the logic of the State.
Knowledge becomes private, Culture becomes commodity, History becomes “official,”
gets a capital H. ASARO seems to retake these domains, reconstituting them as new
commons, manifesting them horizontally in places like the Tianguis Cultural and the city
streets. The walls of the streets become pages of a history text written by and about
voices that are otherwise excluded from the narrative. This text subverts the modernist
vision of a “Grand Narrative of History,”28 the idea of an all-encompassing linear
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trajectory of “development” and “progress,” an impossible work of fiction that passes as
“Truth.” The history on the walls is a history of images rather than “facts”, a history to
interpret rather than memorize. History as a multiplicity of narratives painted on walls
evokes History’s own constructedness: as the stencils, posters and grabados are painted
over and removed, so too do chapters from the Grand Narrative when they become
inconvenient to the dominant power. However the images always re-emerge in new
places, contexts and forms, “inviting,” as Janet might say, one to “open their eyes” - to
read, interpret and learn counter-narratives of history.
Divine amalgam
Protégenos, Santísima Virgen de la Barrikada. Protect us, Most Holy Virgin of
the Barricades. A halo of barbed wire encircles the Virgen’s tilted head. She is hooded,
her cloak covered in flaming tires rather than golden stars. Her hands meet across her
chest in repose, in the posture of prayer. The Virgen’s face - an indigenous face - is
obscured. She wears a gas mask, its large circular eye-sockets making her look part
machine, her nose and mouth covered by a ventilator. It protects her from the fumes of
burning rubber, from the teargas thrown by helicopters, from the lines of riot-police and
paramilitary, from the smoke from Molotov cocktails. Protect us, Virgen Guadalupe of
the Barricades.
The image is spreading. It is spray-painted and pasted on walls. It is printed on
stickers and stuck onto traffic signs. It is carved into wood, pinned onto clothing, silkscreened onto t-shirts. She has a mystical power, this indigenous Virgen, appropriated
and imbued with the spirit of uprising; of the collective hope for change and the
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collective terror of what might come to pass during the night, when it is pitch-black and
there are thousands of barricades to be defended, to be held…
In 1959, the Situationist movement, engaged in their own artistic, philosophical and
critical uprising, began to play with images, to take them outside of their context, to mix,
distort, appropriate and reconstitute them as other. They called this détournement, noting
that, “when two objects are brought together, no matter how far apart their original
contexts may be, a relationship is always formed…The mutual interference of two worlds
of feeling, or the bringing together of two independent expressions, supersedes the
original elements.”29
La Virgen de la Barrikada toys with similar logic: it brings together two worlds of
feeling to create a force greater than the sum of its parts. It blurs the line between deity
and human, between sacred and profane, between order and uprising. The image
crumbles the binary division between La Virgen and La Chingada, two feminine
presences ubiquitous in Mexican national identity. The brown-skinned Virgen de
Guadalupe appeared to an indigenous man, giving him the task of spreading her
presence. This apparition was central to the Catholicization of Mexico - the Spanish
colonization of a land of indigenous peoples. She is pure, untouched, godly. On the other
hand, La Chingada - literally “the fucked one” - is, according to Octavio Paz, “the mother
that has suffered, metaphorically or actually, the corrosive and infamous action implicit
in the verb that gives her the name.” 30 Her children, the Mexican people, are a
production of this violence, the “hijos de la chingada.” “Chingar is to do violence aganst
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another… Lo chingado is passive, inert and open, in opposition to lo que chinga, who is
active, aggressive and closed.” The combination evokes many histories, the history of
colonialism, the history of the Mexican people, and the history of the struggle in 2006.
Protect us, most holy Virgen of the barricades. This détournement of the Virgen’s
purity and the Chingada’s desperation creates an aesthetic force that is comic in its
implicit sadness, ironic in its despondency. At the same time, the resultant Virgen is an
empowering image, an image of hope, force and rebellion. It seems to me to be one of
ASARO’s most successful images - most stirring, concise and wide reaching. These
types of contradictions - of a Virgen with a barbed-wire necklace, or of a chapulín armed
with a semi-automatic rifle and a gas mask, or of Emiliano Zapata with a spiked mohawk
- far from defeating the point, are part of the visual game, a game that has no winning or
losing. In their typically bleak, satirical style, the Situationist article on détournement
concludes, “This combination of parody and seriousness reflects the contradictions of an
era in which we find ourselves confronted with both the urgent necessity and the near
impossibility of initiating and carrying out a totally innovative collective action — an era
in which the most serious ventures are masked in the ambiguous interplay between art
and its necessary negation, and in which the essential voyages of discovery have been
undertaken by such astonishingly incapable people.”31
Memories
I remember my first contact with ASARO, remember waiting anxiously for
someone named Yesca that night outside Bellas Artes over two months ago, remember
worrying that I would mispronounce his name, which I did. I remember how time
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seemed to speed up as I got into his car and we drove to the house whose walls are
covered a graffiti mural I had admired so many times walking the streets. I remember
sitting in a room covered in artwork with seven or so compañer@s, who I haven’t seen
since, watching horror movies and smoking cigarettes. We drank mezcal and beer, and I,
scrawling desperately, filled the first pages of my notebook - a notebook that is now
nearly full - with my best rendition of Yesca’s words. “Maybe there are a few
compañer@s that still don’t understand that the system has made us individualists and
has made us think that each person can live alone and can be only one person in his art the individualist sense that you are the best, the egocentrism,” I remember (and now hear,
with the help of my recorder) him saying. “I think that we’ve tried to generate this social
compromise, to forget the idea that ‘you alone are more than everyone else’… we all
learn from one another, and we support each other.” I remember how he started speaking
before I had even finished my first question, how he hardly stopped in our forty minute
conversation. I remember feeling both dazed and overwhelmed, excited and baffled. I
remember how, after our conversation, we sat around a table with the rest of the group, I
trying my best to participate in the banter. I remember how they used words I had never
heard, how their slang flowed out of them without thought, and how hard it was to
understand these words that are now familiar to me. “No mames, güey. ¡Pinche cabrón!”
I remember talking to an overtly inebriated compañero, Toño, who showed me his
tattooed legs, covered with figures and symbols of the indigenous Mayas, how he told me
that he isn’t a Catholic and still believes in the indigenous cosmology. He told me how,
in the past, people had to respect the land, the water, the air because the respective god
would be angry if they didn’t, how now we no longer feel responsible for our world
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because “Christ forgives all,” the Earth and everything physical is transcended. I
remember how his every other word was “pedo” - literally, “fart” - and how he used it to
talk about identity. “Cada persona tiene su propio pedo,” he said - every person has his
or her own fart. “This pedo is a drug addict, this pedo is a gringo, this pedo is a
homosexual…” I remember thinking how much better this is than “live and let live,”
because we can’t pretend that other people’s pedos don’t exist since we have to smell
them and know that they have to smell our own, and that consequently we have to be
“hospitable” of each other’s pedos rather than just “tolerating” them.32 I remember
thinking, as the mezcal burned my throat, warmed my face and buzzed through my veins,
I should do something with this.
Signatures
They don’t sign their work, or, well, not with their names anyway. They sign it as
a group because most of the time that’s the truth, that it isn’t just one individual who,
from idea to production to execution, creates a given work, a given stencil or grabado as
his or her own. They work together in the taller, on similar projects and similar themes.
One of the purposes of the asamblea, they all tell me, is to bring together not only artists,
but also the art itself, to work collectively on given topics to create projects that are
greater than the sum of their parts. “Part of the idea of asamblea is the fact that they
produce work and don’t sign it, they produce their work and its referred to as nothing
more than ‘ASARO.’ The only thing that appears is ‘ASARO.’ Its all collective, nothing
is owned by anyone,” says Francisco.33 We’re sitting together in his kitchen. The walls
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of his small apartment are painted and stenciled. His miniscule kitten jumps onto my lap.
It rubs against my chest and purrs.
Formally, Francisco only recently became part of ASARO. He arrived in Oaxaca
in June of 2006, a week before the attack on the teachers’ plantón in the zócalo, coming
in order to go on excursions to pueblos for UNICEF to assess the challenges facing
indigenous schools. “I’ve had the experience of participating in other kinds of
organizations, such as civil associations and smaller groups with only five or seven
members,” he says. “And never in these experiences was I able to see this kind of result,
to be able to have an infrastructure like [ASARO] has, to be able to sustain a work like I
see with them. I think that yes, this has to do with the asamblea.” As he became more
involved in the conflict, he began more and more to notice the art appearing daily on the
city streets, tried more and more to involve himself with those producing it. I am
confused when he relates how difficult this was, how, until recently, he didn’t even know
that the taller is within a minute’s walk from his house. “In this moment they had to take
a lot of caution with who was part of the collective, if they were unknown there was more
resistance in their integration,” he says.
I reflect upon this seemingly ridiculous contradiction - that it was so easy for me to
connect with ASARO, to pass in and out of their taller (certainly not unrelated to my
non-threatening gringo status), while others like Francisco or even the police cannot
penetrate this space, cant see it until welcomed. (One night, sitting around the taller,
Mario, Yesca and César discuss how chavos hired by the police come around and ask
questions, try to find out who the “leader” is. “They can’t understand that their aren’t
leaders, that they’re isn’t anything like that to find out,” said Mario.) My mind wonders
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to one of the most bizarre, fanciful and poetic texts I have yet to read in which
“ontological anarchist” Hakim Bey posits the “Temporary Autonomous Zone” (TAZ).34
The premise is that even - or especially - in the era of a seemingly hyper-oppressive
State, spaces of autonomy can and are constantly opened. “The TAZ,” he says, “is like an
uprising which does not engage directly with the State, a guerilla operation which
liberates an area (of land, of time, of imagination) and then dissolves itself to re-form
elsewhere/elsewhen, before the State can crush it. Because the State is concerned
primarily with Simulation rather than substance, the TAZ can ‘occupy’ these areas
clandestinely and carry on its festal purposes for quite a while in relative peace.”35
Criticizing the idea of “Revolution” - of world turned upside-down (only to be righted
again) - Bey continues,
Absolutely nothing but a futile martyrdom could possibly result now from a headon collision with the terminal State, the megacorporate information State, the
empire of Spectacle and Simulation. Its guns are all pointed at us, while our
meager weaponry finds nothing to aim at but a hysteresis, a rigid vacuity, a Spook
capable of smothering every spark in an ectoplasm of information, a society of
capitulation ruled by the image of the Cop and the absorbent eye of the TV
screen.36
The TAZ is invisible to the State, its actions occur in front of the State’s unseeing eyes,
shrouded in darkness. “The TAZ is an encampment of guerilla ontologists: strike and run
away… The strike is made at structures of control, essentially at ideas; the defense is
"invisibility," a martial art, and "invulnerability"--an "occult" art within the martial
arts.”37 Is something like this at work within the ASARO taller? Is this the reason it is
both so visible and also seemingly invisible? Is this why the 2006 popular movement’s
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direct confrontation with the Mexican State - manifested in its “occupation” of the city of
Oaxaca - was (to an extent) shut down in battles of violent repression while ASARO
continues? Is this how, in the dark of night and sometimes even under daylight, the
compañer@s successfully paint and paste all over the city streets? Is their street art also a
“martial art”?
Francisco laughs as he tells me that he is “in the field.” He is getting a masters
degree in anthropology, focusing on street art as strategy of communication for
alternative politics. Though the academic work is his “pretext” for doing what he
believes in, I wonder what it mean that so many people are “studying” this phenomenon that we take the daily lives and creations of these artists, often surprisingly mundane, and
abstract them, mold them into texts or films or exhibits? We can’t help but be taken by it,
by everything that comes into and goes out of the collective process that is Oaxaca’s
street art, that is ASARO. Francisco says,
Something that seemed to me very interesting and important was that for a long
time during the movement I was only seeing the paintings in the street, some very
powerful, that they called so much of my attention. I didn’t know who had put
them up, who was behind each painting. When they finally invited me to
integrate with ASARO, entering the taller and finding myself in the midst of such
an intense dynamic, to arrive and find who was printing grabados while others
were making a placa or cutting out stencils… to see all of a sudden what seemed
so unorganized because each person was doing their own task but collectively as
common work. I never imagined all this when I saw the paintings. I never
imagined that a group without any subsidy more than their own work could
sustain themselves like that… to maintain themselves autonomously, selfreliantly.vii
The asamblea is very much a work in progress. Francisco - along with nearly everyone I
have talked to - underscores that ASARO continues to reorganize itself, to change and
experiment in structure and purpose. But, “temporary” or otherwise, it has and continues
to open places and experiences of autonomy.
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The mirror, or, In the veins, II
I’m on my way home from the ASARO taller, but I haven’t exactly left either.
As I walk, the taller manifests its presence in the streets. I pass here a pasted poster for
the next Tianguis Cultural, there a multi-colored stencil of a heavily armed Mexican
soldier (not unlike those I pass daily on this walk), here another pasted poster for an
upcoming manifestation…
Each of these images ‘speaks’ its own narrative, not only in their content, but also
in the symbolic act of their placement, in their very presence. I remember Benjamín’s
words: “The places where ASARO’s works appear show a city where there is
discontent.” The street is the site in which ASARO hopes to make this discontent
manifest, hopes to retake the street as an artistic forum and place of dialogue. The street
is the site in which ASARO most fiercely contests the enclosure of the commons. “The
most ubiquitous enclosure of the public domain has been in the street… Whereas the
street until early this century was an arena for social intercourse, for commercial
exchange, for idle dalliance and for banter and play, it has now become mainly a
thoroughfare for… transporting busy citizens from A to B and then back to A again.”38
Each compa I talk to has something different to say about the streets, a different
way of encapsulating in spoken narrative the visual narratives they create daily on its
walls. I leave a few of these here to speak, again, in a new voice, a translated voice on the
printed page.
Francisco says,
In Mexico City its hard to find any stencil, any graffiti with a social proposal like
that of ASARO’s, with a political content… During the movement they had
38
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control over some of the media, like the radio and the television, which were very
important in order to maintain spontaneous communication with the people so
that they could participate… The street also plays an important role. I think that
right now it’s a medium that, through graffiti and stencils, continues to have this
presence, although perhaps not with the same force as the radio or television.viii
Mario says,
The street is a mirror in which we can reflect images which any person can see
and assume as their own… A lot of people have the point of view that they walk
through the streets and don’t feel as though they are theirs, because they are
owned by the businesses, the restaurants… A lot of people assume, ‘these aren’t
my walls,’ and in addition, the State controls the mediums of communication…
and so it’s like to see a message that we weren’t able to say on the radio or
television because we don’t have the control. Consequently, yes we manifest that
it is a space to continue having a close link with the pueblo.ix
Janet says,
What I have seen is that a lot of people aren’t going to go into a gallery. People
who go into a gallery are upper-middle class in social or cultural status. However,
here in Oaxaca we are poor, and poor in culture too, not only economically.
Therefore very few are those that are going to go to a museum and so I think that
the streets pertain to all of us, because the street doesn’t see if you are rich or poor
or what you have. It’s the best museum for me, the streets. Because here a child
of three years up to a sixty or seventy-year-old little grandmother are going to see
it. And maybe when they see a stencil of mine they’ll say, ‘it can’t be true that
this is happening.’ Maybe they will start to think about how all this happened,
and say, well, something has to be done. This is what I intend an image to say,
more than my words; that the streets belong to everyone.x
The setting, II, or, How I write myself into it
I am sitting in the Hotel Magisterio. There is to be a junta for a new project, the
Revuelta Cultural Mexicana. I am with Mario and Francisco, and several other artists
representing different collectives and mediums. This is the second statewide asamblea of
the Revuelta, a national movement that intends to bring together Mexico’s diverse artistic
groups and disciplines into a larger, unified front. We sit in the couches of the Hotel’s
lobby, our group too small to merit the large stadium in the back, from which I hear
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voices booming in unintelligible echo. I wonder whose voices they are, what decisions
are being made as we sit here, what is going to happen in the historically political month
of May. It is already nearly 6:00 PM and we were supposed to start at 5. We sit, waiting,
hoping that more people will arrive. As the minutes pass they gradually do, each looking
uncertain yet eager. I glance down at the one-page manifesto we were given at our last
meeting, written at the first national asamblea of the Revuelta a month ago in Mexico
City. I take out my pencil and start to mark up the text; circling words, underlining them,
making notes and commentary. I remember, again, words Benjamín spoke to me a few
weeks ago: “Poder popular can be brought to Oaxaca through the creation of a grand
asamblea of small asambleas.” At the end of the page, I underline a sentence: “The tool
we’re going to use is the one that we’re familiar with: art.”
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Afterthought: a reflection on method
The writing is over and the beast has been born. Weeks of encounters have been
lassoed, tied down and synthesized into the above text. Presenting this paper as a
fragmented accumulation of impressions rather than a linear explanation of ‘data,’ I hope
it not solely to be read, but also experienced. The text began as a journal entry; awaiting
a meeting at the Hotel Magisterio on one of my first days “in the field,” I began to write
out of sheer discomfort and, later, decided to include this nearly word for word in my
paper. Continuing to write, I found myself unable to break out of the present tense, out of
the first person, out of narrative. At first, I intended to fill in the gaps between sections,
to rearrange events into the order in which they occurred. Upon further reflection, I
decided that this would be to negate my experiences and the writing-process itself, both
of which I’d like to make transparent.
Although the methods of my investigations - such as participant observation and
informal interviewing - largely conform to traditional anthropology, my form coincides
more with contemporary currents in anthropological writing. The ever-changing
anthropological form reflects, for one, attempts to mitigate the problematic subject to
object power relation, seemingly inherent to research. In this relationship, the researcher
acts as subject - in that he or she takes an active role, the role of agency (ie: interviewer) while those studied (also referred to as “subjects”) act as object - they are positioned as
receptacles of ‘data’ to be collected, passive and stripped of agency (ie: interviewee). In
attempting to position myself as much the object of my investigations as the ASARO
companer@s, I hope to disrupt this relationship and allow a collective subject to ‘speak.’
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In other words…
i

“La Asamblea es una manera de organización de las comunidades indígenas en la cual en los pueblos
cada uno participa y decide que hay que hacer y a través de esto se toman tareas y obligaciones
comunitarias o grupales. Esta experiencia la recoge la APPO y al ver que la recoge la APPO la recogemos
nosotros a pesar de que no tenemos esa experiencia, a pesar de que tenemos que ir desarrollando esta
cuestión al interior de ASARO, porque si suena bien, o sea, plantea la cuestión de un asamblea. A veces es
un tipo de forma de organización que es difícil implementar en la ciudad porque la mayoría en la ciudad
pues la gente viven en una manera más individualista, no colectivamente. Por eso retomamos la asamblea
como algo colectivo.”
ii
“El indígena, se supone que es él que habla la lengua indígena. Muchos de nosotros decimos que ésta no
es suficiente, que él indígena debe de ser él que vive la vida comunal, que es parte de una asamblea. Puede
ver gente en ciudad de Oaxaca que sigue teniendo contacto con la asamblea de comunidad aunque viven
aquí, y respetan acuerdos de comunidad. Esa es gente que sigue siendo parte de poder comunal, parte de
la asamblea, sigue teniendo esa experiencia de poder”
iii
“Ahorita existen asambleas en cada comunidad entonces la idea de autonomía es que la forma de
enfrentar al estado y tener condiciones de menos desigualdad no es negociando cada municipio con el
gran estado sino juntarse los comunidades que pertenecen al mismo grupo… Crear una gran asamblea de
cada grupo étnico o pueblo como formas de comunalidad... El poder popular en Oaxaca se puede llegar a
través de la creación de una gran asamblea de pequeñas asambleas.”
iv
Pasó muy rápidamente de movilización a movimiento. En la movilización, se puede mover a la gente
como un paquete… un movimiento es algo en que los que participamos, nosotros tomamos la decisión, no
es alguien que nos mueve, sino nosotros nos movemos. LA APPO empecé como movilización de algunos
organizaciones pero rápidamente se hizo movimiento… Los artistas contribuyeron a esta transformación,
al paso de movilización al movimiento. A la medida de que lograban que la gente por si misma cada
persona percibiera más profundamente de que se trataba. Ésta no cumpliera la función los lideres, los
organizaciones, sino la propia gente y los artistas.
v
Si yo hiciera el día de mañana un Zapata lo haría porque en los libros de historia que me venden en
escuela y en libros de historia de la CEP no hay nada de zapata, no hay nada de Flores Magón, siento que
nos roban la historia, nos están robando nuestra historia (21:10). Entonces proyectar un imagen de zapata
de Flores Magón, de Villa… es decir sabes que existió. No es un sueno, no lo sonaste, no es un chisme.
Existió, hizo esto. Dio su vida por ti, tu que vas a hacer? Con ese fin yo proyectaría algo. Porque ahorita si
sabes de la chamba de Zapata, de Villa, de Flores Magón, lo sabes porque te metiste en un biblioteca y
empezaste estudiar, porque de accidente tienes una amiga y ella te cuenta. O por accidente viste una
película… Sí, seria como una invitación de decir sabes que existió un hombre que se llamado Francisco
villa, fue un cabrón y el enseñaste esta ideal, dio la vida por México, tu que estas esperando? Tu estoy
invitando que leas de el porque gracias a el se tiene muchas cosas, se rompió con dictadura de Porfirio
Díaz, y tu que piensas hacer por romper el dictadura que ahorita hay en el PRIAN, que es el partida del
PRI y del PAN que piensas o no te interesa? Esta seria la propuesta que llevaría con una imagen así.
vi
“Hice un esténcil Josefa Ortiz de Domínguez, la madre de la patria mexicana. Es un esténcil sobre ella y
me fui a pintar con otro compa, con mi compa Yesca. Hay gente que dice que chido que las mujeres
empiecen a pintar, que me apoyan, pero ese día me dijo una señora ya grande, me pregunto si no me daba
vergüenza estar con ellos, los malvivientes, los drogadictas que no estudiaban, y yo pues me quedo así
como que usted solo esta en la calle y da una referencia muy amplia sobre mis amigos, y lo que yo le
contesté fue que mas pena me daría tener su edad y no abrir los ojos. Creo que la mujer tiene mucha
chamba por hacer porque muchas empiezan preocuparse mas si tienen acne, o si le rompían una uña y no
ven su realidad, una realidad que las va a consumir a ellas y su familia. Así es una gran chamba que
tenemos que hacer las mujeres y siento que se necesita trabajar sobre esa porque estamos en un estado
muy machista, un país muy machista.”
vii
“Algo que me pareció muy interesante e importante fue por mucho tiempo yo durante el movimiento solo
veía las pintas en la calle, algunas muy amativas, que llamaban mucha mi intención. Y no sabia quien la
había puesta, quien estaba atrás de esta pinto. Me pareció muy interesante cuando finalmente me invitaron
y ya pude integrarme al ASARO, Al entrar el taller, y encontrarme con una dinámica como por momentos
muy intensos, llegar y encontrar quien estaban imprimiendo grabado, mientras otros estaban haciendo una
placo, cortando esténciles… ver de repente parecía muy desarticulado porque cada quien andaba en su
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asunto, pero en el parte del colectivo haciendo un trabajo común. No me imaginaba todo eso, cuando veía
a las pintas. No me imaginaba que el grupo sin tener un subsidio de ningún lado más que la misma obra
que producen… Ver que como un colectivo aparentemente muy desarticulado, todavía en un proceso de
reorganización, tenga la fuerza para mantenerse en una manera autónoma, autogestiva.”
viii
“En la ciudad de México es difícil encontrar algún esténcil, un graffiti que tenga como un propuesta
social como plantean en ASARO, un contenido política… en un momento como parte de movimiento se
pudo tener el control de algunos medios como la radio, la televisión fueron momentos importante para lo
que se dio, fueron medios muy importantes para poder mantener esta comunicación con la gente que en
una manera muy espontánea estaban participando… La calle jugo también un papel importante. Creo que
ahora es un medio que sigue tiene un presencia en el graffiti y esténcil, aunque quizás no con la fuerza de
radio o televisión.”
ix
“Es un espejo en la cual nosotros podemos allí reflejar las imágenes, en la cual cualquiera las puede ver
y las puede asumir como propias. Mucha gente incluso un punto de vista que creo que a veces que cuando
van en las calles sienten que esas calles no son suyos, porque son de empresarios, restaurantes… Mucha
gente asume que no son mis paredes y además de que el estado controla los medios de comunicación
realmente a veces… es como ver un mensaje en la cual no lo podríamos decir en la radio o la televisión
porque no tenemos el control. Por eso si manifestamos que es un espacio para seguir teniendo un vinculo
estrecho con el pueblo.”
x
Lo que yo he visto es que mucha gente no se van a meter en una galería. Gente que se va a meter es que
tienen un estatus social cultural medio alto. Sin embargo, aquí en Oaxaca todos somos pobres y también en
cultura, no solamente económicamente. Entonces muy pocos son los que se van a pararles en un museo
entonces creo que las calles nos pertenecen a todos la calle no fija si es rica o pobre o lo que tienes. Es el
mejor museo para mi que hay - los calles. Porque si un niño de tres anos hasta un abuelito de 60 o 70 lo va
a ve. Y tal vez cuando vean un esténcil mió, digan no es cierto que esta pasó. Tal vez empiecen a pensar,
como se fue que paso todo eso, y digan bueno, hay que hacer algo. Eso es lo que pienso que un imagen
dice mas que mis palabras. Y las calles pertenecen a todos
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